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Abstract
We show that by modeling people as bounded finite
automata, we can capture at a qualitative level the behavior observed in experiments. We consider a decision
problem with incomplete information and a dynamically changing world, which can be viewed as an abstraction of many real-world settings. We provide a simple strategy for a finite automaton in this setting, and
show that it does quite well, both through theoretical
analysis and simulation. We show that, if the probability of nature changing state goes to 0 and the number
of states in the automaton increases, then this strategy
performs optimally (as well as if it were omniscient and
knew when nature was making its state changes). Thus,
although simple, the strategy is a sensible strategy for
a resource-bounded agent to use. Moreover, at a qualitative level, the strategy does exactly what people have
been observed to do in experiments.

1

Introduction

Our goal in this paper is to better understand how people make decisions in dynamic situations with uncertainty.
There are many examples known where people do not seem
to be choosing acts that maximize expected utility. Various
approaches have been proposed to account for the behavior
of people, of which perhaps the best known is Kahnemann
and Tversky’s [1979] prospect theory.
One explanation for this inconsistency between expected
utility theory and real-life behavior has been that agents are
boundedly rational—they are rational, but computationally
bounded. The most commonly-used model of computationally bounded agents has been finite automata. Finite automata were used by Rubinstein [1986] and Neyman [1985]
to explain the behavior of people playing finitely repeated
prisoner dilemma. The only Nash equilibrium in finitely repeated prisoner’s dilemma is to always defect, but this is
clearly not what people do in practice. Rubinstein and Neyman showed (under different assumptions) that if we restrict
players to choosing a finite automaton to play for them,
there are equilibria with cooperation. (See [Papadimitriou
and Yannakakis 1994] for more recent results along these
lines.)
Copyright c 2012, Association for the Advancement of Artificial
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Wilson [2002] considers a decision problem where an
agent needs to make a single decision, whose payoff depends
on the state of nature (which does not change over time). Nature is in one of two possible states, G (good) and B (bad).
The agent gets signals, which are correlated with the true
state, until the game ends, which happens at each step with
probability η > 0. At this point, the agent must make a decision. Wilson characterizes an n-state optimal finite automaton for making a decision in this setting, under the assumption that η is small (so that the agent gets information for
many rounds). She shows that an optimal n-state automaton ignores all but two signals (the “best” signal for each of
nature’s states); the automaton’s states can be laid out “linearly”, as states 0, . . . , n − 1, and the automaton moves left
(with some probability) only if it gets a strong signal for state
G, and moves right (with some probability) only if it gets a
strong signal for state B. Thus, roughly speaking, the lower
the current state of the automaton, the more likely from the
automaton’s viewpoint that nature’s state is G. (Very similar
results were proved earlier by Hellman and Cover [1970].)
Wilson argues that these results can be used to explain observed biases in information processing, such as belief polarization (two people with different prior beliefs, hearing
the same evidence, can end up with diametrically opposed
conclusions) and the fist-impression bias (people tend to put
more weight on evidence they hear early on). Thus, some
observed human behavior can be explained by viewing people as resource-bounded, but rationally making the best use
of their resources (in this case, the limited number of states).
Wilson’s model assumes that nature is static. But in many
important problems, ranging from investing in the stock
market to deciding which route to take when driving to work,
the world is dynamic. Moreover, people do not make decisions just once, but must make them often. For example,
when investing in stock markets, people get signals about
the market, and need to decide after each signal whether to
invest more money, take out money that they have already
invested, or to stick with their current position.
In this paper, we consider a model that is intended to capture the most significant features of a dynamic situation. As
in Wilson’s model, we allow nature to be in one of a number
of different states (for simplicity, like Wilson, in most of the
paper we assume that nature is in one of only two states), and
assume that the agent gets signals correlated with nature’s

state. But now we allow nature’s state to change, although
we assume that the probability of a change is low. (Without
this assumption, the signals are not of great interest.)
Our choice of model is in part motivated by recent work
by psychologists and economists on how people behave in
such scenarios, and particularly that of Erev, Ert, and Roth
[2010a], who describe contests that attempt to test various
models of human decision making under uncertain conditions. In their scenarios, people were given a choice between
making a safe move (that had a guaranteed constant payoff)
and a “risky” move (which had a payoff that changed according to an unobserved action of the other players). Since
their goal was that of finding models that predicted human
behavior well, Erev et al. [2010a] considered a sequence of
settings, and challenged others to present models that would
predict behavior in these settings.
They also introduced a number of models themselves, and
determined the performance of these models in their settings. One of those models is I-Saw (inertia, sampling, and
weighting) [Erev, Ert, and Roth 2010a]; it performed best
among their models, with a correlation of 0.9 between the
model’s prediction and the actual observed results for most
variables. I-Saw assumes that agents have three types of response mode: exploration, exploitation, and inertia. An ISaw agent proceeds as follows. The agent tosses a coin. If
it lands heads, the agent plays the action other than the one
he played in the previous step (exploration); if it lands tails,
he continues to do what he did in the previous step (inertia),
unless the signal received in the previous round crosses a
probabilistic “surprise” trigger (the lower the probability of
the signal to be observed in the current state, the more likely
the trigger is to be crossed); if the surprise trigger is crossed,
then the agent plays the action with the best estimated subjective value, based on some sampling of the observations
seen so far (exploitation).
The winner of the contest was a refinement of I-Saw
called BI-Saw (bounded memory, inertia, sampling and
weighting) model, suggested by Chen et al. [2011]. The major refinement involved adding a bounded memory assumption, whose main effect is a greater reliance on a small sample of past observations in the exploitation mode. The BISaw model had a normalized mean square deviation smaller
than 1.4 for estimating the entry rate of the players, and
smaller than 1 for estimating the actual payoff they get,
which was better than the results of the I-Saw model.
I-Saw and BI-Saw seem quite ad hoc. In this paper, we
show that they can be viewed as the outcomes of play of
a resource-bounded agent modeled as a finite automaton.1
Specifically, we consider a setting where an agent must make
1
Although the scenarios in [Erev, Ert, and Roth 2010a] are
games rather than decision problems, as observed in [Erev, Ert,
and Roth 2010b], learning in a decision problem should work essentially the same way as learning in games, so, for simplicity, we
consider the former setting. The winner of a similar contest for single agent decision problems (see Erev et al. [2010]) was a predecessor of the I-Saw model with very similar behavior modes. In our
setting, the agent’s actions do not influence nature, which is similar
to assumptions usually made in large economic markets, where a
single agent cannot influence the market.

a decision every round about playing safe (and getting a
guaranteed payoff) or playing a risky move, whose payoff
depends on the state of nature. We describe a simple strategy for this agent, and show both theoretically and by simulation that it does very well in practice. While it may not be
the optimal strategy if the agent is restricted to n states, we
show that as n goes to infinity and the probability of nature
changing state goes to 0, the expected payoff of this strategy converges to the best expected payoff that the player
could get even if he knew the state of nature at all times.
Interestingly, this strategy exhibits precisely the features of
(I-Saw and) BI-Saw at a qualitative level. Thus, we believe
that (B)I-Saw can be best understood as the outcome of a
resource-bounded agent playing quite rationally.
Paper Outline: The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes our stylized model and the agent’s
strategy. Sections 3 presents our theoretical analysis of the
model. Section 4 describes the results of our simulations.
We conclude in Section 5.

2

The Model

We assume that nature is in one of two states G (“good”)
and B (“bad”); there is a probability π of transition between
them in each round. (In Section 4, we show that allowing
nature to have more states does not affect the results at a
qualitative level; similarly, while we could allow different
transition probabilities from G to B and from B to G, this
would not have an impact on our results.)
The agent has two possible actions S (safe) and R (risky).
If he plays S, he gets a payoff of 0; if he plays R he gets
a payoff xG > 0 when nature’s state is G, and a payoff
xB < 0 when nature’s state is B. The agent does not learn
his payoff, and instead gets one of k signals. Signal i has
probability pG
i of appearing when the state of nature is G,
and probability pB
i of appearing when the state is B. We
assume that the agent gets exactly one signal at each time
Pk
Pk
B
step, so that i=1 pG
i =
i=1 pi = 1. This signaling
mechanism is similar to that considered by Wilson [2002]
and Cover and Hellman [1970]. However, we assume that
the agent gets a signal only if he plays the risky action R;
he does not get a signal if he plays the safe action S. We deB
G B
note this setting S[pG
1 , p1 , . . . , pk , pk , xG , xB ]. We say that
a setting is nontrivial if there exists some signal i such that
G
pB
i 6= pi . If a setting is trivial, then no signal enables the
agent to distinguish whether nature is in state G or B; the
agent does not learn anything from the signals. (Note that
we have deliberately omitted nature’s transition probability
π from the description of the setting. That is because, in our
technical results, we want to manipulate π while keeping
everything else fixed.) One quick observation is that a trivial
strategy that plays one of S or R all the time gets a payoff of
0 in this model, as does the strategy that chooses randomly
between S and R. We are interested in finding a simple strategy that gets appreciably more than 0.2
2
This model can be viewed as an instance of a “one-armed restless bandit” [Whittle 1988] that does not have perfect information
about the state of the project. This kind of decision problem was
also tested [Biele, Erev, and Ert 2009], and the model that per-

As suggested by the BI-Saw model, we assume that
agents have bounded memory. We model this by assuming agents which are restricted to using a finite automaton,
with deterministic actions and probabilistic transitions, and
a fixed number n of internal states. The agent’s goal is to
maximize his expected average payoff.
We focus on one particular family of strategies (automata) for the agent. We denote a typical member
of this family A[n, pexp , Pos, Neg, ru , rd ]. The automaton A[n, pexp , Pos, Neg, ru , rd ] has n + 1 states, denoted
0, . . . , n. State 0 is dedicated to playing S. In all other states
R is played. The k signals are partitioned into three sets, Pos
(for “positive”), Neg (for “negative”), and I (for “ignore” or
“indifferent”), with Pos and Neg nonempty. Intuitively, the
signals in Pos make it likely that nature’s state is G, and
the signals in Neg make it likely that the state of nature is
B. The agent chooses to ignore the signals in I; they are
viewed as not being sufficiently informative as to the true
state of nature. (Note that I is determined by Pos and Neg.)
In each round while in state 0, the agent moves to state 1
with probability pexp . In a state i > 0, if the agent receives
a signal in Pos, the agent moves to i + 1 with probability
ru (unless he is already in state n, in which case he stays
in state n if he receives a signal in Pos); thus, we can think
of ru as the probability the the agent moves up if he gets
a positive signal. If the agent receives a signal in Neg, the
agent moves to state i − 1 with probability rd (so rd is the
probability of moving down if he gets a signal in Neg); if
he receives a signal in I, the agent does not changes states.
Clearly, this automaton is easy for a human to implement (at
least, if it does not have too many states).
Note that this automaton incorporates all three behavior
modes described by the I-Saw model. When the automaton
is in state 0, the agent explores with constant probability by
moving to state 1. In state i > 0, the agent continues to do
what he did before (in particular, he stays in state i) unless
he gets a “meaningful” signal (one in Neg or Pos), and even
then he reacts only with some probability, so we have inertia-like behavior. If he does react, he exploits the information he has, which is carried by his current state; that is, he
performs the action most appropriate according to his state,
which is R. The state can be viewed as representing a sample
of the last few signals (each state represents remembering
seeing one more “good” signal), as in the BI-Saw model.

3

Theoretical analysis

In this section, we do a theoretical analysis of the expected
payoff of the automaton A[n, pexp , Pos, Neg, ru , rd ]. This
will tell us how to optimally choose the parameters Pos,
Neg, ru , and rd . Observe that the most any agent can hope
to get is x2G . Even if the agent had an oracle that told him
exactly what nature’s state would be at every round, if he
performs optimally, he can get only xG in the rounds when
nature is in state G, and 0 when it is in state B. In expectation, nature is in state G only half the time, so the optimal expected payoff is xG /2. One of our results shows that,
formed best can be be viewed as a predecessor of the I-Saw model.

somewhat surprisingly, as n gets large, if π goes to 0 sufficiently quickly, then the agent can achieve arbitrarily close
to the theoretical optimum using an automaton of the form
A[n, pexp , Pos, Neg, ru , rd ], even without the benefit of an
oracle, by choosing the parameters appropriately. More precisely, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 3.1 Let Π and Pexp be functions from IN to
(0, 1] such that limn→∞ nΠ(n) = limn→∞ Π(n) =
limn→∞ Π(n)/Pexp (n) = 0. Then for all settings
B
G B
S[pG
1 , p1 , . . . , pk , pk , xG , xB ], there exists a partition
Pos, Neg, I of the signals, and constants rd and ru such that
limn→∞ EΠ(n) [A[n, Pexp (n), Pos, Neg, ru , rd ]] = x2G .
Note that in Theorem 3.1, Π(n) goes to 0 as n goes to
infinity. This requirement is necessary, as the next result
shows; for fixed π, we can’t get too close to the optimal no
matter what automaton we use (indeed, the argument below
applies even if the agent is not bounded at all).
Theorem 3.2 For all fixed 0 < π ≤ 0.5 and all automata
A, we have Eπ [A] ≤ xG /2 + πxB /2.
Proof: Suppose that the automaton had an oracle that, at
each time t, correctly told it the state of nature at the previous
round. Clearly the best the automaton could do is to play
S if the state of nature was B and play R if the state of
nature was G. Thus, the automaton would play R half the
time and G half the time. But with probability π the state
of nature will switch from G to B, so the payoff will be xB
rather than xG . Thus, the payoff that it gets with this oracle
is xG /2 + xB π/2. (Recall that xB < 0.) We can think of
the signals as being imperfect oracles. The automaton will
do even worse with the signals than it will be with an oracle.
The theorem focuses on small values of π, since this is
the range of interest for our paper. We can prove a result in
a similar spirit even if 0.5 < π < 1.
The key technical result, from which Theorem 3.1 follows
easily, gives us a very good estimate of the payoff of the automaton A[n, pexp , Pos, Neg, ru , rd ], for all choices of the
parameters. We state the estimate in terms of n, π, pexp and
B G
B
N
four auxiliary quantities, ρG
u , ρu , ρd , and ρd , Intuitively, ρu
is the probability of the automaton changing states from i to
i + 1 (going “up”) when nature is in state N and i ≥ 1, and
ρN
d is the probability of the automaton changing states from
i to i − 1 (going
given that naturePis in state N .
P “down”)
N
N
N
Thus, ρN
u = (
i∈Pos pi )ru and ρd = (
i∈Neg pi )rd .
N
N
We define σN = ρu /ρd . Recall that when the automaton
is in state 0, it does not get any signals; rather, it explores
(moves to state 1) with probability pexp .
Proposition 3.3
Eπ [A[n,
pexp , Pos, Neg,
ru , rd ]] ≥

P
xG
2

xB
2

1−

1−

G
n
i
(ρG
u −ρd )+π(
i=1 (σG ) −n)
+
G )+p
n −1)
(ρG
−ρ
((σ
)
exp
G
u
d

P
B
B
n
i
(ρu −ρd )−π( i=1 (σB ) −n)
.
B
n
(ρB
u −ρd )+pexp ((σB ) −1)

(1)

We sketch a proof of Proposition 3.3 in the next section.
Although the expression in (1) looks rather complicated, it

gives us just the information we need, both to prove Theorem 3.1 and to define an automaton that does well even when
n is finite (and small).
Proof of Theorem 3.1: We want to choose Pos, Neg, ru ,
G
and rd so that ρG
u > ρd —the agent is more likely to go up
than down when nature is in state G (so that he avoids going
B
into state 0 and getting no reward) and ρB
d > ρu —the agent
is more likely to go down than up when nature is in state B
(so that he quickly gets into state 0, avoiding the payoff of
G
−1). Suppose that we can do this. If ρG
u > ρd , then σG > 1,
so the first term in the expression for the lower bound of
EΠ(n) [A[n, Pexp (n), Pos, Neg, ru , rd ]] given by (1) tends to
Π(n)
xG
2 (1 − Pexp (n) ) as n → ∞. Since we have assumed that
limn→∞ Π(n)/Pexp (n) = 0, the first term goes to xG /2. If
B
ρB
u < ρd , then σB < 1, so the second term goes to
!
σB
B
(ρB
xB
u − ρd ) + Π(n) 1−σB + nΠ(n)
.
1−
B
2
(ρB
u − ρd ) − Pexp (n)
Since we have assumed that limn→∞ nΠ(n)
=
limn→∞ Pexp (n) = 0, the second term goes to 0.
Now we show that we can choose Pos, Neg, rB , and rG
G
B
B
so that ρG
u > ρd and ρd > ρu . By assumption, there exPk
G
G
ists some signal i such that pi 6= pB
i . Since
i=1 pi =
Pk
B
i=1 pi (= 1), it must be the case that there exists some
B
signal i such that pG
i > pi . Let Pos = {i}. If there exB
B
B
ists a signal j such that pG
j < pi and pj > pi , then
let Neg = {j} and ru = rd = 1. Otherwise, let Neg =
{1 . . . k} \ {i}, ru = 1, and let rd be any value such that
pG
i
1−pB
i

pG

i
< rd < 1−p
G . It is easy to check that, with these
i
choices, we have σG > 1 and σB < 1. This completes the
proof of Theorem 3.1.
As we said, Proposition 3.3 gives us more than the means
to prove Theorem 3.1. It also tells us what choices to make
to get good behavior of n is finite. In Section 4, we discuss
what these choices should be.

3.1

Proving Proposition 3.3

In this section, we sketch a proof of Proposition 3.3.
Once
we
are
given
π
and
a
setting
B
G B
S[pG
an
automaton
1 , p1 , . . . , pk , pk , xG , xB ],
A[n, pexp , Pos, Neg, ru , rd ] determines a Markov chain,
with states of (0, G), . . . , (n, G), (0, B), . . . , (n, B), where
the Markov chain is in state (i, N ) if nature is in state N
and the automaton is in state i. The probability of transition
is completely determined by π, the parameters of the
automaton, and the setting.
Let qiN (s, t) be the probability of the Markov chain being in state (i, N ) at time t when started in state s. We are
interested in limt→∞ qiN (s, t). In general, this limiting probability may not exist and, even when it does, it may depend
on the state the Markov chain starts in. However, there are
well known sufficient conditions under which the limit exists, and is independent of the initial state s. A Markov chain
is said to be irreducible if every state is reachable from every other state; it is aperiodic if, for every state s, there exist

two cycles from s to itself such that the gcd of their lengths
is 1. The limiting probability exists and is independent of the
start state in every irreducible aperiodic Markov chain over
a finite state space [Resnick 1992, Corollary to Proposition
2.13.5]. Our Markov chain is obviously irreducible; in fact,
there is a path from every state in it to every other state. It is
also aperiodic. To see this, note that if 0 < i ≤ n, there is a
cycle of length 2i that can be obtained by starting at (i, N ),
going to (0, N ) (by observing signals in Neg and nature not
changing state) starting (0, N ) and going back up to (i, N ).
At (0, N ), there is a cycle of length 1. Thus, we can get a cycle of length 2i + 1 starting at (i, N ). Since we can go from
(0, B) to (0, G) and back, there is also a cycle of length 2
from every state (0, N ). Since a limiting probability exists,
we can write qiN , ignoring the arguments s and t.
We are particularly interested in the q0B and q0G , because
these quantities completely determine the agent’s expected
payoff. As we have observed before, since the probability of
transition from B to G is the same as the probability transition from G P
to B, nature P
is equally likely to be in state B
n
n
and G. Thus, i=0 qiB = i=0 qiG = 1/2. Now the agent
gets a payoff of xG when he is in state i > 0 and nature
is in state G; he gets a payoff of xB when he is in state
i > 0 and nature is in state B. Thus, his expected payoff is
xG (1/2 − q0G ) + xB (1/2 − q0B ).
It remains to compute q0B and q0G . To do this, we need to
consider qiN for all values of i. We can write equations that
characterize these probabilities. Let N̄ be the state of nature
other than N (so B̄ = G and Ḡ = B). Note that for a time
t after (i, N ) has reached its limiting probability, then the
probability of state (i, N ) has to be the same at time t and
time t + 1. If i > 0, the probability of the system being in
state (i, N ) at time t + 1 is the sum of the probability of (a)
being in state (i+1, N ) (or (n, N ) if i = n), getting a signal
in Neg and reacting to it, and nature not changing state, (b)
being in state (i−1, N ), getting a signal in Pos and reacting
to it (or, if i = 1, the system was in state (i, 0) and the
agent decided to explore), and nature did not change state,
(c) being in state (i, N ), getting a signal in I, and nature not
changing state, (d) three further terms like (a)–(c) where the
system state is (j, N̄ ) at time t, for j ∈ {i − 1, i, i + 1}
and nature’s state changes. There are similar equations for
the state (0, N ), but now there are only four possibilities: (a)
the system was in state (1, N ) at time t, the agent observed
a signal in Neg and reacted to it, and nature’s state didn’t
change, (b) the system was in state (0, N ) and the agent’s
state didn’t change, and (c) two other analogous equations
where nature’s state changes from N̄ to N .
These considerations give us the following equations:
N
(1 − π)((1 − pexp )q0N + ρN
d q1 )
N̄
N̄ N̄
+π((1 − pexp )q0 + ρd q1 )
N N
N N
N
= (1 − π)((1 − ρN
d − ρu )q1 + ρd q2 + pexp q0 )
N̄
N̄ N̄
N̄ N̄
N̄
+π((1 − ρd − ρu )q1 + ρd q2 + pexp q0 )

q0N =
q1N
..
.

qiN =
..
.
qnN =

N N
N N
N N
(1 − π)((1 − ρN
d − ρu )qi + ρd qi+1 + ρu qi−1 )
N̄
N̄ N̄
N̄ N̄
N̄ N̄
+π((1 − ρd − ρu )qi + ρd qi+1 + ρu qi−1 )

γ1N =
γ0N =

pexp ((σN )n −1) N
)q0 =
N
ρN
u −ρd
Pi
n−j+1
Pn
i−
j=1 ((σN )
.
+ i=1 γiN
N
N
ρu −ρd

(1 +
N
N N
(1 − π)((1 − ρN
d )qn + ρu qn−1 )
N̄ N̄
N̄ N̄
+π((1 − ρd )qn + ρu qn−1 ).

(2)
These equations seem difficult to solve exactly. But we
can get very good approximate solutions. Define:
γiN =

These calculations (which are left to the full paper) give
us the following equation for q0N :

N̄ N̄
N̄ N̄
N̄ N̄
π((1 − ρN̄
d − ρu )qi + ρd qi+1 + ρu qi−1 )
N
N N
N N
N
−π((1 − ρd − ρu )qi + ρd qi+1 + ρN
u qi−1 )
for i = 2, . . . , n;
N̄ N̄
N̄ N̄
π((1 − ρN̄
d − ρu )qi + ρd qi+1 + pexp
N N
N
−π((1 − ρN
−
ρ
)q
+
ρN
u
i
d
d qi+1 + pexp );
N̄ N̄
N̄ N̄
N̄
π((1 − ρd )qn + ρu qn−1 ) − ρN̄
d q1 .

Note that γiN is essentially a subexpression of qiN . Intuitively, γiN is the net probability transferred between states
of (i, N ) from (or to) states of the form (j, N̄ ) as a result of nature changing from N to N̄ or from N̄ to N . Let
(γiN )+ = γiN if γiN > 0 and 0 otherwise; let (γiN )− = γiN if
γiN < 0 and 0 otherwise. Intuitively, (γiN )+ is the net probability transferred to (i, n) from states of the form (j, N̄ ) as
a result of nature’s state changing from N̄ to N ; similarly,
(γiN )− is the net probability transferred from (i, N ) to states
of the form (j, N̄ ) as a result of nature’s state changing from
PN
N to N̄ . Since i=0 qiN = 1/2, it is easy to check that
Pn
N
= 0;
i=0 γi P
Pn
(3)
n
−π/2 ≤ i=0 (γiN )− ≤ 0 ≤ i=0 (γiN )+ ≤ π/2.
We can now rewrite the equations in (2) using the γiN ’s to
get:
N
N
q0N = (1 − pexp )q0N + ρN
d q1 + γ0
N N
N N
N
N
q1N = (1 − ρN
−
ρ
)q
+
ρ
q
u
1
d
d 2 + pexp q0 + γ1
..
.

qiN =
..
.

N N
N N
N N
N
(1 − ρN
d − ρu )qi + ρd qi+1 + ρu qi−1 + γi

qnN =

N
N N
N
(1 − ρN
d )qn + ρu qn−1 + γn .

(4)
N
Although γiN is a function, in general, of qiN , qiN ,qi−1
,qiN̄ ,
N̄
qiN̄ , and qi−1
, we can solve (4) by treating it as a constant,
subject to the constraints in (3). This allows us to break the
dependency between the equations for q0B , . . . , qnB and those
for q0G , . . . , qnG , and solve them separately. This makes the
solution much simpler.
By rearranging the arguments, we can express qnN as a
N
N
N
function of only qn−1
, ρN
u , ρd , and γn . By then substituting
N
this expression (where the only unknown is qn−1
) for qnN
N
in the equation for qn−1 and rearranging the arguments, we
N
N
can express qn−1
in terms of qn−2
(and the constants ρN
u ,
N
N
N
ρd , γn , and γn−1 ). In general, we can compute qiN as a
N
N
N
N
function of qi−1
(and the constants ρN
u , ρd , γi , and γi−1 ),
and then substitute for it.

1/2

(5)

Moreover, all the terms that are multiplied by γi in (5)
are negative, and, of these, the one multiplied by γn is the
largest in absolute value. Given the constraints on (γiN )+
and (γiN )− in (3), this means that we get a lower bound on
q0N by setting γnN = π/2, γ0N = −π/2, and γiN = 0 for
i 6= 0, n. This is quite intuitive: In order to make q0N as
small as possible, we want all of the transitions from N to
N̄ to happen when the automaton is in state 0, and all the
transitions from N̄ to N to happen when the automaton is
in state n, since this guarantees that the expected amount
of time that the automaton spends in a state i > 0 is maximized. Similarly, to make q0N as large as possible, we should
set γ0N = π/2, γnN = −π/2, and γiN = 0 for i 6= 0, N .
Making these choices and doing some algebra, we get that
P
(ρN −ρN )−π( n

i
σN
−n)
)n −1)
u
N
d
Pn
N
i
(ρN
u −ρd )+π(
i=1 σN −n)
N )+p
i )n −1)
(ρN
−ρ
((σ
exp
u
N
d

i=1
q0N ≥ 21 ( (ρuN −ρdN )+pexp ((σ
i

q0N

≤

1
2(

)
).

As
we
have
observed
before,
Eπ [A[n, pexp , Pos, Neg, ru , rd ]] = (1/2 − q0G )xG +
(1/2 − q0B )xB . Plugging in the upper bound for q0G and
the lower bound for q0B gives us the required estimate for
Proposition 3.3, and completes the proof.

4

Experimental Results

In the first part of this section, we examine the performance
of A[n, pexp , Pos, Neg, ru , rd ] with n finite. Using our theoretical analysis, we come up with an estimate of the performance of the automaton, and show that our theoretical
estimate is very close to what we observe in simulation. In
the second part of the section, we show that the ideas underlying our automaton can be generalized in natural way to a
setting where nature has more than two possible states.

4.1

Two states of nature

We focus mostly on scenarios where π = 0.001, as when
nature changes too often, learning from the signals is meaningless (although even for a larger value of π, with a strong
enough signal, we can get quite close to the optimal payoff; with smaller π the problem is easier). For simplicity,
we also consider an example where |xB | = |xG | (we used
xG = 1, xB = −1, but the results would be identical for any
other choice of values). We discuss below how this assumption influences the results.
Again, for definiteness, we assume that there are four signals, 1, . . . , 4, which have probabilities 0.4, 0.3, 0.2, and 0.1,
respectively, when the state of nature is G, and probabilities
0.1, 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4, respectively, when the state of nature is
bad. We choose signal 1 to be the “good” signal (i.e., we take
Pos = {1}), and take signal 4 to be the “bad” signal (i.e.,
we take Neg = {4}), and take ru = rd = 1. We ran the process for 108 rounds (although the variance was already quite

Figure 1: Average payoff as a function of the number of
states
small after 106 rounds, and we got good payoff even with
105 , which is approximately 100 switches between states),
using a range of pexp values, and took the result of the best
one. We call this popt
exp (n) . As can be seen in Figure 1, the
automaton A[n, popt
exp (n), {1}, {4}, 1, 1] does well even for
small values of n. The optimal expected payoff for an agent
that knows nature’s state is 0.5. With 4 states, the automaton
already gets an expected payoff of more than 0.4; even with
2 states, it gets an expected payoff of more than 0.15.
We also compared the simulation results to the lower
bound given by Proposition 3.3 (the “est” line in Figure 1).
As can be seen, the lower bound gives an excellent estimate
of the true results. This is actually quite intuitive. The worstcase analysis assumes that all transitions from B to G happen when the automaton is in state 0, and all transitions from
G to B happen when the automaton is in state n. But when
nature is in state B, a “good” automaton should spend most
of its time in state 0; similarly, when nature is in state G, a
“good” automaton should spend most of its time in state n
(as a result of getting good signals). Thus, the assumptions
of the worst-case analysis are not far from what we would
expect of a good automaton.
Equation (1) suggests that while nature is in state G, as
the number of states grow, the loss term (that is, the minus
term in the xG /2 factor) decreases rapidly. The exact rate of
decrease depends on σG . We can think of σG as describing
the quality of the signals that the automaton pays attention
to (those in Pos and Neg) when nature is in state G. From
equation (1), we see that as the number of states grows this
G
loss reduces to pexpπσ
. So the agent’s optimal choice is
(σ G −1)
to set the parameters of the automaton so that the ratio is
as large as possible. This allows him to both decrease the
loss as fast as possible (with regards to number of states he
needs) and to get to the minimal loss possible.
There is of course a tradeoff between σG and σB . The
loss while nature is in state B also decreases rapidly with the
number of states, and the rate is dependent on 1/σB . As the
σ

number of states grows this loss reduces to

B −n)
pexp +π( 1−σ
B
B
pexp +ρB
d −ρu

.

The graph also shows that, somewhat surprisingly, having too many states can hurt, if we fix Pos, Neg, ru , and
rd . The lower bound in (1) actually bears this out. The reason that more states might hurt is that, after a long stretch of
time with nature being in state G, the automaton will be in
state n. Then if nature switches to state B, it will take the
automaton a long time to get to state 0. All this time, it will
get a payoff of −1. (Of course, if we allowed the automaton
a wider range of strategies, including not using some states,
then having more states can never hurt. But we are considering only automata of the form A[n, pexp , Pos, Neg, ru , rd ].)
In a sense, this can be viewed as an explanation of the recency bias observed in real decision makers—the tendency
to place significantly more weight on recent observations.
While the recency bias has often been viewed as inappropriate, these experiments can show that it can be helpful. With
more states, more can be remembered, and it becomes harder
to “convince” the automaton to change its mind when nature’s state actually changes. Having less memory, and thus
being more easily influenced by the last few signals, may
be more adaptive. By way of contrast, in Wilson’s [2002]
model, nature is static. The optimal automaton in Wilson’s
setting displayed a strong first-impression bias: early observations were extremely influential in the final outcome,
rather than recent observations.
We can do a little better by decreasing ru , thus increasing the amount of time it will take the automaton to get to
state n when nature is in state G. While this helps a little, the effect is not great (we provide more details in the
full paper). Moreover, we do not think it is reasonable to
expect resource-bounded agents to “fine-tune” the value of
parameters depending on how many states they are willing
to devote to a problem. Fortunately, as our experimental results show, they do not need to do such fine-tuning for a
wide range of environment settings. There is another tradeoff when choosing the value of pexp , which lies at the heart
of the exploration-exploitation dilemma. Clearly, if the automaton is in state 0 and nature is in state G, the automaton
wants to explore (i.e., move to state 1 and play R) so as to
learn that nature is in state G. There are two reasons that the
automaton could be in state 0 while nature is in state G. The
first is that the automaton gets a sequence of “bad” signals
when nature is in state G that force it to state 0. Clearly this
is less likely to happen the more states the automaton has.
The second is that nature may have switched from B to G
while the automaton was in state 0.
Since nature switches from B to G with probability π, a
first cut at the exploration probability might be π. However,
this first cut is too low an estimate for two reasons. First,
the fewer states an automaton has, the more sensitive it is to
“bad” signals. Thus, the fewer states an automaton has, the
more it should explore. Second, the cost of exploring while
nature is in state B is small in comparison to the gain of exploring and discovering out nature has switched to state G.
Again, this suggests an increase in the exploration probability. Indeed, we observe that as π gets smaller the optimal
pexp value gets smaller, but not in the same ratio. The optimal agent explores less, but still chooses pexp higher than π.
For example, with n = 6, when changing π from 0.001 to

0.0001 the optimal pexp only changed from 0.023 to 0.008.
In our simulation, we chose the optimal value of pexp relative to the number of states; this value did not change significantly as a function of the number of states or of the signal
profiles. For example, taking pexp = 0.03 resulted in payoffs very similar to those with the optimal value of pexp for
all n ≥ 5, and for a wide range of signal profiles while fixing
n to 6. This robustness supports our contention that agents
do not typically need to fine tune parameter values.

4.2

More states of nature

We now consider a setting where nature can have more than
two states. Specifically, we allow nature to have t + 1 states,
which we denote B, G1 , G2 , . . . , Gt . In each state, there is
probability of π of transitioning to any other state. Again,
we have k signals, and the probability of observing signal
i is state dependent. The agent has t + 1 available actions
{S, E1 , E2 , . . . , Et }. As before, S is the “safe” action; playing S gives the agent a payoff 0, but also results in the agent
receiving no signal. Playing Ei if the state of nature is B
result in a payoff of xB < 0; playing Ei when the state of
nature is Gi gives the agent a payoff of xG > 0; playing Ei
when the state of nature is Gj for i 6= j gives a payoff of 0.
We generalize the family of automata we considered earlier as follows. The family we consider now consists of product automata, with states of the form (s0 , s1 , . . . , st ). Each
si takes on an integer value from 0 to some maximum n. Intuitively, the s0 component keeps track of whether nature is
in state B or in some state other than B; the si component
keeps track of how likely the state is to be Gi . If s0 = 0, then
the automaton plays safe, as before. Again, if s0 = 0, then
with probability pexp the automaton explores and changes
s1 to 1. If s1 > 0, then the automaton plays the action corresponding to the state of nature Gi for which si is greatest
(with some tie-breaking rule).
We did experiments using one instance of this setting,
where nature was in one of five possible states—4 good
states and one bad state—and there were six possible signals. We assumed that there was a signal pi that was “good”
for state Gi : it occurred with probability .6 when the state
of nature was Gi ; in state Gj with j 6= i, pi occurred with
probability 0.08; similarly, there was a signal that was highly
correlated with state B; the sixth signal was uninformative
with probability 0.08 in all states. We considered an automaton for the agent where each of component of the product
had five states (so that there were 55 = 3125 states in the
automaton. In this setting, the optimal payoff is 0.8. The automaton performed quite well: it was able to get a payoff of
0.7 for an appropriate setting of its parameters. Again, we
discuss this in more detail in the full paper.

5

Conclusion

We have shown that observed human behavior that appears
to be irrational can actually be understood as the outcome of
a resource-bounded agent that is maximizing his expected
utility. We plan to use this approach of looking for simple,
easy-to-implement strategies with low computational cost
that perform well in real scenarios to explain other observed
biases in decision making.
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